


YH05#4 is perpetrated by the Widners. Art, Ruth, & Pete,, 
who, by the time you vie’;; this, will have moved 
to 87 Colonial Road, in North Weymouth, Massachu

setts. We try to be in every mailing Of the PAPA, of which this 
is the Autumn 1942 one. The cover was done by Virginia Combs And
erson. This is a PBodacious Publication - and now to work. ...
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"I don't want to be quoted on this stuff, but if you want to 
use it as ammunition for an article of your own, go ahead. It’s 
the sort of material that might annoy a lot of readers; it's a 
sort of speculation, therefore, I'd rather not do *of f ic ially. «■ 
With that understood-----"

The above & following paragraphs are from 
pondent" of mine, who lias good reason to remain 
cline to use it as ammupition for an article of 
am not one to let someone else do my thinking 
agree Jith him pretty much -- yhos.
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"Man runs the plbnet at the present time because, as a race, 
he is the most utterly and irresistably vicious, inescapably dead
ly, ruthlessly savage exterminator of opposing life-forms evolu
tion has been able to develop in two billion years of trying. Man 
is enormously and incomparably deadly on every level of organiza
tion, from the submicroscopic filterable virus, up thru micro-org
anisms' life-scale to the macro scale of animal life. He's a pow
erful and deadly fighter on his own, unaided by tools, who has to 
fear, e’en in the naked state, not more than half a dozen animals
on Earth. In the micro scale, his inherent combative powers are 
decidedly of a high order - wen normally survive everything that 
the micro-organisms can throw at him for 40 to 90 years.

"Man rules the roost because, for two billion years, life has 
been evolving wore and wore deadly, fighters - organisms that can 
&anini 1 ate every form of opposition other life-forms, nature, or 
the laws of physics and chemistry try to impose.

" Je have a proud: heritage of two billion years of descent 
from the most unstoppably vicious fighters the planet has been 
able to produce. If you t.uink lions or tigers are deadly and vic
ious fighters, rememper who puts who .in cages. So the men use 
tools; so ./hat? That tool is an offshoot, of the bro. in as surely 
as the tiger's claws are offshoots from his toes.

"Vo've spent two billion years learning one lesson,and learn
ing it -» >in a literal sense - in every cell of our bodies. I f 
something tries to stop you, kill it — it may taste good, anyway.

"As an example of Man's inherent, and unparalleled savagery as 
a fighting animal, consider one unique characteristic of Man. Of 
all carnivorous or omnivorous aai^als, man alone attacks carnivor
ous animals for food. African natives attack and kill lions,croc
odiles, and a number of other carnivorous species.,. Normal carniv
ores don't attack other earnivores,even if smaller,'because carniv
ores always nave 'weapons designed to do sudden and severe damage, 
and,_even tho'a tiger could certainly kill a leopard, the leopard 
would do sever damage that might cause the tiger permanent crippl
ing.



■’’?9've been fighters so long, that it is inevitable that we 
wi 1 x continue to 1 a ve . p ow e r fv. 1 c o;.1 ba t i ve ia s t inc t s • In civilisa
tion, recognizing that other sen are also the same order of enorm
ously deadly fighters, v/e've sublimed the direct comb,t into sec
ondary channels to a large extent — a fight for wealth, not simoly 
as a livelihood, but as a chase, a cattle for the elusive symbol 
of victory over others.
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"Well, this war has kicked the pants clean off of France 
kicked Bnglandis rugged t.weeds down to a pair of khaki shorts, and 
is hard.at work toughening up the south end. of the US5s britches.

this country damned well needed to learn can be phrased. in



three sentences. We don’t live on the 'loath American Continent; we 
live on Sol III . . < The Barth, and what happens on the Earth 
happens to us. 'Ze think in terms of combating nature, and outwit
ting the economic system - but get it out of -your head that other 
people elsewhere see the Great Fight in those terms; they want ri
fles, and you’d better, always and ever, turn some of your invent
iveness to having better rifles. If you want something done the 
way you like .it, you’d better do it yourself - and if you don’t 
like the way' the .<orld is run, don't like people forever starting 
shootin’ wars -.yon know.what to do about it, even if you don’t 
believe in Imperialism.

"So far, this war has-killed at least . lo^sur.'F5;t'ai‘-r81ue 
cultures. It will kill at least three more before it finishes up. 
It’s killed the cultures of France, England, China, Scandinavia, 
and the. Balkans. It has lopped off several appendages of the U.S. 
culture - notably the isolationist- and appeasement appendages. 
Teddy Roosevelt said "Walk softly - but carry a big stick." Maybe 
we’ll learn now that ’Carry the biggest, toughest, nastiest stick 
in the world - and carry it in your fist, not strapped '.to your 
back.' is on 1y a sane and sensible policy.

"Before the war is over, the Nazi-Fasc1st, Japanese, and Russ
ian cultures will be killed. The Russian culture is already half
dead - with Russia the stronger for it. The end of the war will 
force a further change; for the first time, the Russian population 
has been fiven some picture of the actual wealth of the U.S., for 
instance.

"War cleans the world of the unfit cultures, as individual 
combat eliminated unfit individuals."

So (yhos writing) there is a case for my theory promulgated 
in YHOS #2, and a better- statement of same. War is valuable in 
this immature stage O.f our civilisation." That was what I was 
trying to say, but I .lacked the ability to express it clearly, or 
to build any sort of support for it. 1 await rebuttals with glee, 
confident that with the big guns of my "correspondent" and an occ
asional surprise barrage by myself, there will be at least a good, 
grade-A battle before it is cleared up.

I. fXmVOpder ...wha.t Chauvenet;__ Speer, and Mil ty .will say...

Anyb.ody Wannja; Argue? Dept. I claim that as a story, "Beyond 
This Horizon" was lousy. Most o.f Heinlein’s stories are little 
more than vehicles for putting across his many interesting ideas, 
which I greatly enjoy, but BTH went overboard in that direction. 
It was a disjointed collection of miscellaneous- opinions, hypothe
ses, and dispensations of accurate scientific information. Bob 
really applies the old Gernsback theory of"sugar-coated education" 
with a vengeance, & up to now, -i,t has been practically 100$ plea
sing, & not very obvious, except for the. discourse on racketeering 
and politics given in "The Devil Makes the Law. ", Just the same, if 
RAH is losing his magic touch for f ic t ioniz ing, he ’ d. better switch 
to plain essays or articles. BTH would have been swell as a ser
ies of thot-prevoking articles written in‘infcrma.1 style. As LRG. 
(Ithink) said, Bob could write, a wow of a textbook.
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the same book, with several other short 
stories by Steinbeck and other top-notchers, is "Address Unknown", 
by Kressman Taylor. This is a beauty of a psychorrorevenge.tale. 
I once heard it read over the air ■ by Raymond Massey, who did an 
excellent job. It c on sists solely of letters j e cwe en t ?o men.

The aforementioned "Fall of the City" is al^o container in 
this book, and is a sort of fantasy. I recommend "The Pocket Read
er” at most any druf or V&X store. It's worth more than two bits.
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"Anonymous Amateur is a good idea. I hope it works.
And he is about' right on -.'hat is wrong with fandom. T-uey’d 

rather write than right. Allegedly future-milidea, fans are lazy 
and short-sighted just as the rest of humanity. The paucity of 
candidates for the second HFFJ elec t ion .shows that. . They are so 
Goddam, lazy and incredibly short—sighted,that they won .’ t . even . make

iiec.es


the little effort required to run for office in the NPFF, in order 
to keep it rolling smoothly and producing numerous benefits.

Oj venet turned.a. ne.at a’nd accurate simile when he compared 
the N£W with one of Burroughs' "Monster Men". Remember? After 
ceaseless experiment and work, the scientist behdlds his creation 
stir with i i f e«’? He .helps it to its feet. It sways back and 
forth, glassy eyes staring vacantly. The scientist urges it on. 
It takes a shambling step. Two, three...then it crashes headlong.

So it is with the NFFE. It's existence is entire! / artific
ial. LRC, myself, Milty, Evans./ and the few others who were genu
inely interested, did our best to, create something under numerous 
difficulties. Russell has spent a great deal of time, and money, 
(his own) fulfilling, his duties as president faithfully, and per
forming many tasks not devolving upon him at all, in order.to in
sure the new:enteryrise a flying start.

A year lias gone by.and it is time for elections again. Now 
we have let gd, and the monster has so little life of its own that 
it isn't even interested in its own existence.

77ell, the hell with it,say I. If it shows signs of self-supp
ort - well and good - I’m always ready to jump in with more than 
my share of the work, but I'll be a cock-eyed Martian mugwump if 
I'll again go to the trouble of rounding up a bunch of lukewarm, 
jerks to run for office. I.'m ready to heave on the line with any
body, but to hell with the hyposi

the reader &.collector
Ah.'1 Now.' for some fun J A particularly juicy collection this 

time, Heck, and,also a couple of juicy ones on you . , .
iM* Page 4, Item 4: (Quoting Heck) "It would be just as. ef

fective to say ’You slimmy snake.''—and much more hissable.1' Well, 
well. Heck presents an<innovation, "S.limmy", the multiple word. 
Step right up and take your,oho.ioe, folks - slim, shimmy, skinny, 
or "slummy1. If you don’t care for any of those, roll your own.

•,f2. Page 11, end.of, 1st pgf: "Much of the bilge now Being 
printed would make a cat st ick.". Ah-ha, not I won't have to spend 
good money on fly paper. Just rip up my old mags and scatter the 
pieces around. If they’d. make a cat stick, a plain old itty-bitty 
fly ain’t got a chance.

On the serious side, I really don’t see anything particularly 
bad about the W-arner quote in "English as She is Wrote." I think 
he made the best of an involved: situation. The idea was, that I, 
(having conslderat ion fox the amount of work he has to do, would 
not impose On him oy asking for a column, but. knowing the Warner 
nature is such that, he couldn't refuse some, new fan with a lot of 
orass) thot Why should I suffer for a noble motive? So I tie him 
up with an option, he doesn't have to ..take on the extra work un
less he wants to, and I get the benefit of it if he does. Yeah, I 
know, HeOk, who the hell cares? - out could you do .any Better in 
one sentence, or approximately the' same number of words?

The point is - al th o. Harry gets, tangled up with some weird 
and wonderful word-orders at times - this time I'm all far him.

Page IQ, lines 36 & '3.7, .just about sum up th e wor th of the 
articles /ou have printed by outsiders .criticizing fandom; "This 
of course, is simply an uninformed and undocumented impression, 
derived fro:... hasty reading of a few magazines." Admittedly a waste 
of -space when addressing specialists on the subject.

P.Q.Ji'Y. k sJuiS. .. ou.t „ of ..space .with _ pus t.. Ju sj.ro JL,e ft.... V i 11 _dpl ,ne x t iiiie
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